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What You Wear

Che was a scruffy, bearded

do good fool

An iconic image

for some reason that’s still cool

The workers of the world 

he thought he’d save

all long abandon aside 

his desolate, Bolivian grave
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Mollusk Pollock

“What does the painting mean?”

- Jackson Pollock

The sidewalk smear confronted

A surrealist streak played out

An abstract trail of slither

A glob of slug unbound

Slick track completely random

Dripped along its concrete roam

Was the mucus mollusk even thinking

So beyond its lush leaf home

The end expressed so slowly

A drying out of mark and time

Spent and stuck forlornly

Last vestige a line of slime

Modern impressionism or pure chaos

What sluggish message drawn

Why ever did it venture

So beyond its lush leaf home
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The King Is Dead, Long 
Live The King

February 25, 2003 - John MacMillan Stirling 

Lecky passed away this week. Lecky was a 

well rounded individual, successful en-

trepreneur, philanthropist, as well as a 

Canadian Olympic Rowing Team medalist.

John Lecky dead

At 62!

Sudden

Big Man on Campus done

Just like that

It’s over

That’s all there is

For him

What ever could have flashed

as life turned dim

for this tall, imposing figure and his 

infectious sense of fun?

So abrupt an end

how could this be!

He was a king
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at least he seemed

His birth and touch of gold

invincible

A dominating force

beyond my grasp 

of self-conscious worth

Time elapsed

like a curtain drawn

between the pedestal I saw

and death’s quick call

Yet I remain -

what of that?

Perhaps the upper hand of fate

- but wait

the King did live

and live within his time

Take that away 

as the reflection clears

on my obscure sense of self back then

Envy of what seemed beyond

My folly of resentful youth

Could I have seen it then -

the message timed for now

John Lecky does live on
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Frank 

11.08.39 – 28.12.06

Frank loved to run, was trim and fit

Full of life lived and yet to come

Least expecting that’s when it hit

Two years fighting his run was done

Full of life lived and yet to come

Courage and humor set his pace

Two years fighting his run was done

Crossed the line that ends our race

Courage and humor set his pace

Running against a menacing wind

Crossed the line that ends his race

Hit the wall we can’t rescind

Pressing wearily against the wind

Least expected that’s when we hit

The looming wall we can’t rescind

Frank loved to run, was trim and fit
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Life:Art

Your art altered self -

how much was you? 

(Really, who?)

Your aptitude to draw

fated you to art -

but what stroke struck 

your choice of what and how?

And, of your thoughts, what 

did they paint across your mind?

(These I never drew from you)

The pigment mix, what did it bring

as you gave watercolor birth 

to a landscape scene?

(Bore me a felt connection)

Prolific, in demand, the shows and sales -

brought you what?

(Were you drawn at all to express 

love in any way to me?)
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Then, some limit reached, you 

abruptly stopped -

lay down your brush to

paint no more.

(Could I expect attention then?

- Not to be explored)

The canvas of your life

framed and walled

blank and tight
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Black & White Photo 

Circa Winter 1940

Your smile is for me

From your arms, I look out 

to a wondrous world 

no sense of distant threat

Matching parkas frame

our faces with snow white rabbit fur

I seem about to laugh

while you gaze

understated in trim glamour -

curls of subtle coiffured hair

eyebrows highlighted slightly

a hint of lipstick

So much the camera caught

Love openly exposed

before seven decades flash -

to a mood of sepia being cast

Now I hold you, stroke your hair

white and soft as that fine rabbit trim

I sponge your brow, look 
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for connection in your vacant eyes

a mirror to the threshold on which you pose

Silence as you slip away

color seeps to black and white
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Saint Peter

October 1941 – December 2012 

Who we gona’ call … now?

The Christmas songs lament

the darkness of your passing

Bells struck mute

lights less bright

your playful smile gone out

Breeze in - be gone

bombast in both directions

No idle worth 

just standing still

Move on - no hesitation

Hey, what’s happening?! 

your eyebrow-punctuated-entrance

Unabashed your questions asked,

resistance charmed within the spell 

of your effervescent pestering
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Those unexpected times you’d drop by

brought nights of such sweet havoc -

the drink, the tales, the laughter!

Last visit as babe you crawled

and curled asleep beneath our table

Loyal had no greater marker as a friend -

be there for others in a flash

stick by them was your virtue

Even brush with death towards the end

could not deter the beat of your commitment

And, don’t look back

your forward guiding mantra

Could you have heard

death’s approaching gait

catching up before the finish?

Now who will stand for friends in need?

Yes, who indeed? The memories of 

your quick and ready presence

give voice to your ever living character – 

in saint and devilish ways you were and will always be

Isn’t it grand boys, to be bloody well dead!
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